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Mister Secretary of State for Transport,

Please: stop the planning of this great mistake trough one of the most important places of world heritage! Listen
to the arguments against the plan: how can today in the 21. century in the time of all ideas against Climate
Change a road für cars may be so important that one of the oldest und most honest heritage not only from Great
Britain so from all over the world can lost his asthetical integrity und in parts be destroyed?! Its a shame for Old
England!  It’s clearly to understand, that the committee of the world heritage decided in 2021:

“11. Regrets that the Development Consent Order (DCO) has been granted for the scheme; and therefore,
further considers in conformity with Paragraph 179 of the Operational Guidelines that the approved A303
improvement scheme is a potential threat to the property, which – if implemented – could have deleterious
effects on its inherent characteristics, notably to its integrity; State of conservation of properties
WHC/21/44.COM/7B.Add, p. 63 Inscribed on the World Heritage List”

“12. Notes moreover that in the event that DCO consent was confirmed by the High Court, the property
warrants the inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger;”

“13. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2022, an updated
report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the
World Heritage Committee at its 45th session in 2022, with a view to considering the inscription of the property
on the List of World Heritage in Danger if the A303 route upgrade scheme is not modified to deliver the best
available outcome for the OUV of the property.”

Please change You planning, see the alternatives, take a re-examination of Development Concent Order!

Saskia Hüneke

art historian, member of World Heritage Watch




